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Ancient Roots, New Shoots Bertus Haverkort 2003-03 Knowledge has become a buzzword of the
age. In the North, people talk of the knowledge-based economy; in the South, the World Bank now
defines itself as a knowledge institution. But the question is: whose knowledge? This collection of
general reflections and practical experiences illustrates the inappropriateness of a Western model
in many local settings, and the positive value of non-Western systems of knowledge, values and
ways of doing things. It shows how traditional knowledge is being recognised in the botanical and
agricultural sectors - local medicinal herbs, local seed varieties and animal breeds, local methods
of pest control. The projects illustrate the notion of endogenous development, or development from
within. They show how development can be based on locally available natural resources and local
knowledge, values and leadership institutions; how development options can be locally
determined; and how to retain the benefits of development within local areas and communities.
Endogenous development is not a total solution, but complementary to ongoing modern
technological and global economic processes. But the remarkable experiments described do show
the rich benef
The Strides of Vishnu Ariel Glucklich 2008-05-09 An accessible and comprehensive introduction to
Hinduism combines historical material with key religious and philosophical ideas, supported by
substantial quotations from scriptures and other texts, emphasizing archaeological as well as
textual evidence.
Eighty-four ?sanas in Yoga Gudrun Bühnemann 2007 Physical Postures (Asanas) Are The Most
Important And Often The Only Constituent Of Modern Yoga. Many Practitioners Believe That The
Postures Derive From An Ancient Original Set Of Eighty-Four Asanas. This Book, For The First
Time, Traces Traditions Of Eighty-Four Postures By Examining Original Materials, Including
Drawings, Descriptions In Older Indic Texts And Modern Publications Which Reflect Contemporary
Traditions. It Also Takes Up A Number Of Broad Issues Related To The Topic Of Yoga Postures
So As To Provide The Reader With A Larger Context.
Spiritually Fly Faith Hunter 2021-08-17 From next-generation yoga teacher Faith Hunter comes a
real-world guide to feeling more worthy, vibrant, and alive. “You were born with the fullness of your
most epic life within you. Knowing your true worth. Feeling vibrant with each breath and magically
alive as you navigate the unexpected. When you peel back the layers of crusty emotional baggage

and old subconscious loops that keep you small, you are able to step into the brilliance of who you
are in your soul, and that makes you Spiritually Fly™.” —Faith Hunter Global yoga and meditation
teacher Faith Hunter is known for her ability to help others remember their inherent worth and live
more soulful, joyful lives. Here, Faith shares the seven principles behind her life philosophy—the
“Spiritually Fly Sutras”—inspiring each of us to embrace our unique flow, on and off the mat. The
Spiritually Fly Sutras are dynamic, sacred principles grounded in movement, breathwork, sound,
and self-reflection. When practiced together, Faith teaches, “They have the ability to inspire and
ignite an inner revolution.” Throughout Spiritually Fly, Faith shares the stories that led to each
sutra with raw vulnerability. A young Black girl in the South whose brother was dying of AIDS
contracted from a blood transfusion, she often struggled to trust in spirit and God. Her own spiritual
journey brings a fresh, grounded vibe to her teachings, as she seamlessly blends classic yoga
wisdom with modern-day living. To help you integrate each sutra into your life, Faith provides a
wealth of “SoulPrints”—exercises and reflections including yoga asanas and kriyas, journaling
prompts, pranayama, chakra explorations, and practices for each of the “three Ms”: mantra,
mudra, and meditation. For anyone ready to live their most epic lives, Spiritually Fly offers a radical
guide to shift unhealthy patterns, recharge your soul, and fly.
Yoga Mythology Devdutt Pattanaik 2019-06-21 The popular names of many yogic asanas -- from
Virbhadra-asana and Hanuman-asana to Matsyendra-asana, Kurma-asana and Ananta-asana -are based on characters and personages from Indian mythology. Who were these mythological
characters, what were their stories, and how are they connected to yogic postures? Devdutt
Pattanaik's newest book Yoga Mythology (co-written with international yoga practitioner Matt Rulli)
retells the fascinating tales from Hindu, Buddhist and Jain lore that lie behind the yogic asanas the
world knows so well; in the process he draws attention to an Indic worldview based on the
concepts of eternity, rebirth, liberation and empathy that has nurtured yoga for thousands of years.
French Horn Passages, Volume II Max P. Pottag With the ever increasing popularity of the French
horn and the demand for French horn music, this book is published for the benefit of the American
student and professional, to acquaint him with the most popular French horn solo parts of
symphonic and standard literature.
The Goddess Pose Michelle Goldberg 2016-06-09 When the woman who would become Indra
Devi was born in Russia in 1899, yoga was virtually unknown outside of India. By the time of her
death, in 2002, it was being practiced everywhere, from Brooklyn to Berlin to Ulaanbaatar. In The
Goddess Pose, New York Times best-selling author Michelle Goldberg traces the life of the
incredible woman who brought yoga to the West and in so doing paints a sweeping picture of the
twentieth century. Born into the minor aristocracy (as Eugenia Peterson), Devi grew up in the
midst of one of the most turbulent times in human history. Forced to flee the Russian Revolution
as a teenager, she joined a famous Berlin cabaret troupe, dove into the vibrant prewar spiritualist
movement, and, at a time when it was nearly unthinkable for a young European woman to travel
alone, followed the charismatic Theosophical leader Jiddu Krishnamurti to India. Once on the
subcontinent, she performed in Indian silent cinema and hobnobbed with the leaders of the
independence movement. But her greatest coup was convincing a recalcitrant master yogi to train
her in the secrets of his art. Devi would go on to share what she learned with people around the
world, teaching in Shanghai during World War II, then in Hollywood, where her students included
Gloria Swanson and Greta Garbo. She ran a yoga school in Mexico during the height of the
counterculture, served as spiritual adviser to the colonel who tried to overthrow Panamanian
strongman Manuel Noriega, and, in her eighties, moved to Buenos Aires at the invitation of a
besotted rock star. Everywhere she went, Indra Devi evangelized for yoga, ushering in a global
craze that continues unabated. Written with vivid clarity, The Goddess Pose brings her remarkable
story as an actress, yogi, and globetrotting adventuress to life.
From the Gita to the Grail: Exploring Yoga Stories & Western Myths Bernie Clark 2021-01-18
What is the meaning of Shiva dancing on a dwarf named Avidya? Why does Vishnu sleep upon an
endless snake? To what did the Buddha awaken? What do we mean by soul? The practice of

Yoga has become quite common and popular in the West; however, the stories of Yoga are still
strange to Western ears. What do these ancient symbols mean, what are they trying to teach us,
and how should we incorporate the knowledge skillfully into our Western lifestyle? By looking at
the myths of Yoga along with the stories that have influenced Western culture, we are presented
with opportunities to select the best of both worlds, and create new maps to help guide us through
the uncertainties of modern living. Stories are fun! Important stories guide us and educate us; they
create mental models which work at an unconscious level to help us navigate through our modern
society and govern our reactions to the ups-and-downs of life; they provide meaning and purpose
for our life; and our stories entertain and entrance us. In this book, Bernie Clark looks at the
spiritual stories found in the West that create a base map for our lives and then looks at the stories
found in the East to see how they could improve our base maps. The stories offered are mix of
light-hearted and enjoyable, and deep and profound. The importance of stories East and West are
illustrated through the model proposed by the great 20th century mythologist, Joseph Campbell:
myths, or stories, serve four great functions - the mystical, the cosmological, the sociological and
the psychological function. The stories chosen illustrate these four functions of mythology and
show how we can take these stories into ourselves to create a deeper experience of life. "You may
find that, with a proper introduction, mythology will catch you." Joseph Campbell: The Power of
Myth
The Power of Ashtanga Yoga Kino MacGregor 2013-06-04 A user's guide to the philosophy and
practice of one of the most popular types of yoga—by the dynamic yoga teacher Kino MacGregor
Ashtanga Yoga is a graceful, athletic type of yoga that has become extremely popular in recent
years. Here, Kino MacGregor—a disciple of Sri K. Pattabhi Jois, the great modern guru who
developed Ashtanga Yoga—gives a comprehensive view of the practice, demonstrating how
Ashtanga is fundamentally a path of spiritual transformation and personal development.
MacGregor delves into the history and tradition of Ashtanga Yoga and reveals how its philosophy
manifests in contemporary lifestyle and dietary choices. She also explains the essential connection
of breath, posture, and gaze that is the core of the practice. Her clear, step-by-step instruction of
the Ashtanga Yoga Primary Series—including standing, seated, backbending, twisting, hipopening, and closing postures—is a wonderful initiation for those who are new to the practice, and
it will motivate experienced yogis toward perfection of the form. Throughout, MacGregor shares
her own personal yoga journey and her devotion to yoga as a path of self-realization in a way that
will inspire all practitioners.
Jivamukti Yoga Sharon Gannon 2002 Provides an historical account of the ancient art of yoga
while outlining its physical, mental, and spiritual effects, as well as presenting step-by-step
instructions for various yoga practices.
Ecstatic Trance Felicitas D. Goodman 2003-10 Ecstatic Trance contains in-depth information on
60 ritual body postures and describes them in precise, accurate detail, with clear illustrations. The
first complete manual on this subject, presented here are age-old postures (one dates back 32,000
years and was inspired by a cave painting) along with newly-researched postures, published here
for the first time. Learn these postures and access, energize, and integrate your creative potential.
Practicing these postures also leads to new insights into healing, inner development, and rebirth.
And combined with appropriate rhythmic stimulation--music and dance, for example--the postures
can engender a profound change in consciousness, leading the participant to experience altered
states of reality including visions and ecstatic trance states. The postures themselves do not
promote any one belief system or dogma but are elements in an overall shamanic worldview.
Shiva to Shankara Devdutt Pattanaik 2006 Many modern scholars say Shiva linga is a phallic
symbol. Most devotees disagree. Who is right? To make sense of a mythological image one has to
align the language heard stories] with the language performed rituals], and the language seen
symbols]. This book also looks at the sexual metaphors.
The Hindus Wendy Doniger 2010-09-30 An engrossing and definitive narrative account of history
and myth that offers a new way of understanding one of the world's oldest major religions, The

Hindus elucidates the relationship between recorded history and imaginary worlds. Hinduism does
not lend itself easily to a strictly chronological account: many of its central texts cannot be reliably
dated even within a century; its central tenets karma, dharma, to name just two arise at particular
moments in Indian history and differ in each era, between genders, and caste to caste; and what is
shared among Hindus is overwhelmingly outnumbered by the things that are unique to one group
or another. Yet the greatness of Hinduism - its vitality, its earthiness, its vividness - lies precisely in
many of those idiosyncratic qualities that continue to inspire debate today. Wendy Doniger is one
of the foremost scholars of Hinduism in the world. With her inimitable insight and expertise Doniger
illuminates those moments within the tradition that resist forces that would standardize or establish
a canon. Without reversing or misrepresenting the historical hierarchies, she reveals how Sanskrit
and vernacular sources are rich in knowledge of and compassion toward women and lower castes;
how they debate tensions surrounding religion, violence, and tolerance; and how animals are the
key to important shifts in attitudes toward different social classes. The Hindus brings a fascinating
multiplicity of actors and stories to the stage to show how brilliant and creative thinkers - many of
them far removed from Brahmin authors of Sanskrit texts - have kept Hinduism alive in ways that
other scholars have not fully explored. In this unique and authoritative account, debates about
Hindu traditions become platforms from which to consider the ironies, and overlooked epiphanies,
of history.
The Yoga Anatomy Coloring Book Kelly Solloway 2018-06-26 Yoga instructor, massage therapist,
and anatomy teacher Kelly Solloway provides an entertaining journey through the human body,
focusing on the bones, joints, and muscles used in yoga. Each anatomical feature is illustrated
with a beautiful black-and-white drawing of a yoga posture, or asana, to color, making it easy to
remember their location and function. Thirty-two flash cards enable readers to quiz themselves
and study on the go.
The Yoga Tradition of the Mysore Palace N. E. Sjoman 1999 On the Ha?ha Yoga tradition based
on age old practice in Mysore Palace, with illustrations of asanas from the Yoga section of
?r?tattvanidhi by Kr???ar?ja Va?eyara, III, Maharaja of Mysore, fl. 1799-1868; includes English
translation of the text.
Yoga Sequencing Mark Stephens 2012-09-18 Yoga Sequencing: Designing Transformative Yoga
Classes presents the essential principles and methods for planning and sequencing yoga classes.
Addressing one of the most popular topics in the yoga profession, this book offers sixty-seven
model sequences of yoga poses (asanas) that cover the broad range of yoga student experience,
including multiple sequences for beginning, intermediate, and advanced students; yoga for kids,
teens, women across the life cycle, and seniors; classes to relieve depression and anxiety; and
sequences for each of the major chakras and ayurvedic constitutions. Each sequence provides
guidance for teaching the different breathing (pranayama) and meditation techniques that give
yoga its transformative power. Enhanced with over 2,000 instructional photos and an elaborate
guide to the constituent elements of over 150 yoga asanas, the book draws equally from ancient
yoga philosophy and contemporary insights into functional anatomy, biomechanics, and
kinesiology. The nuanced interrelationships among asanas within and between the seven asana
families are explored and the anatomy of opening and stabilizing each pose is explained for
sequences designed around specific needs and intentions. A comprehensive appendix includes a
glossary of yoga-related terms, an alphabetical asana index with thumbnail photographs of each
asana, a class planning worksheet, representative sequences from several popular styles of hatha
yoga, and a list of resources for further exploring sequencing and the larger practice of teaching
yoga.
A History of Telugu Literature Chenchiah 1988
Yoga Body Mark Singleton 2010-02-25 The practice of yoga has become hugely popular in the
West. Most people assume (and many claim) that 'postural' yoga - characterized by the familiar,
demanding, physical poses - is an ancient Indian tradition. But in fact, as Mark Singleton shows,
this type of yoga is quite a recent development, with its beginnings traceable to the middle of the

19th-century. Singleton here presents the first in-depth study of the origins of postural yoga,
challenging many current notions about its nature and origins.
All about Hinduism Swami Sivananda 1977
A History of Mindfulness
The Complete Guide to Yin Yoga Bernie Clark 2019-09 This second edition of this bestseller
provides an in-depth look at the philosophy and practice of Yin Yoga with illustrated how-to
sections, including detailed descriptions and photographs of more than 30 asanas.
Downward Dogs & Warriors Zo Newell 2007 Downward Dogs and Warriors de-mystifies traditional
India stories of gods and goddesses by showing their connection to universal human emotions.
Connecting these stories to common yoga poses opens a deeper dimension of practice.
Ganesha Goes to Lunch Kamla K. Kapur 2007-01 Epics of ancient India rank with the timeless
myths of classical Greece and Rome in the power of their language and the underlying moral
lessons. The Ramayana and Mahabharata, both written in Sanskrit, contain vibrant stories of kings
and princes, sages and tricksters, demons and gods, damsels in distress and mighty heroes.
Ganesha Goes to Lunch collects some of the most vivid stories from these and other early Indian
folklore and spiritual texts including the Vedas, the Puranas, and Sikh writings These stories
feature the gods of India in their celestial and earthly abodes, hapless humans struggling with life's
many problems, and gods and humans interacting. Assembled by Kamla Kapur, these stories
illustrate the great spiritual and practical themes of the human condition. Kamla Kupur brings her
poet’s eye and ear to the retelling of these stories, recreating and dramatizing them to illuminate
their relevance to modern times.
Yoga Beyond the Mat Alanna Kaivalya 2016-10-08 While many engage in asana, the physical
practice, yoga's most transformative effects are found in the realms of the spiritual and
psychological. Yoga Beyond the Mat shows you how to develop a personal, holistic yoga practice
to achieve lasting and permanent transformation. Join Alanna Kaivalya as she guides you through
a complete range of topics, including Removing Obstacles Appreciating the Present Moment
Balancing the Chakras Healing Childhood Wounds Creating Your Own Rituals Transforming Your
Archetypal Energy Entering the Blissful State This book shows you that yoga doesn't make your
life easier; it makes you better at your life. Through ritual, meditation, journaling, asana, and other
spiritual practices, Yoga Beyond the Mat provides techniques for developing a personal mythology
and allowing the ego to rest, leading modern-day yogis toward what they have been missing: the
realization of personal bliss. Praise: "[Alanna] guides and inspires students and teachers alike
toward their own liberation, with patience, generosity, and wholehearted enthusiasm."—Linda
Sparrowe, former editor-in-chief of Yoga International and author of Yoga At Home "This is the
book I dreamed of when I started my yoga path...[Yoga Beyond the Mat includes] all the steps,
tools, rituals, and wisdom for lasting bliss."—Dana Flynn, founder of Laughing Lotus Yoga "Alanna
has pioneered a relevant, educational book; deep thinking and laced humor."—Ana T. Forrest,
founder of Forrest Yoga and author of Fierce Medicine "Alanna reveals with great clarity and
approachable language the nuances, shadings and shadows of this ancient ritual of wellness. I
highly recommend it."— Dennis Patrick Slattery, PhD, author of Riting Myth "Alanna's rigorous
scholarship interweaves with applicable and tangible to-do's that brings reality to your
spirituality."—Jill Miller, creator of Yoga Tune Up® and bestselling author of The Roll Model "In
today's hectic life, the revival of yoga-past when combined with soul centered engagement offers
the remedy we seek...a breakthrough book."—Stephen Aizenstat, PhD, chancellor of Pacifica
Graduate Institute "In this groundbreaking book integrating yoga, Jungian psychology, and
personal mythology, Alanna Kaivalya recovers the spiritual dimension of yoga for contemporary
Western practitioners."—Dr. Patrick Mahaffey, professor and associate chair of Mythological
Studies Program at Pacifica Graduate Institute and author of Evolving God-Images "Alanna writes
with honesty and clarity about the quest to find self-knowledge and bliss, perfectly balancing
skepticism and enthusiasm. The result is a practical guide to the history and philosophy of yoga,
and a useful map to living an integrated, satisfying and richly meaningful life."—Dave Stringer,

Grammy-nominated Kirtan artist "Drawing on yoga, psychology, mythology, and ritual, Alanna
guides readers on a transformative journey toward self-awareness and 'personal bliss,' through an
amazing array of practices. Yoga Beyond the Mat is like a library of ideas for studying your
self."—Kaitlin Quistgaard, writer and former editor-in-chief of Yoga Journal
Traditional Medicine in Asia Ranjit Roy Chaudhury 2002 This unique book provides a
comprehensive picture of the vivid kaleidoscope of traditional medicine in Asia presented by 34
eminent authors from 15 countries belonging to the different systems like Ayurveda and Chinese
Traditional Medicine. Important emerging areas such as harmonization of the traditional systems
with modern medicine and the growing role of these systems in the health care structure of
countries are also dealt with. Legislation and regulation of these systems and practitioners, an
area of growing concern, the need for good preclinical toxicology studies and scientific clinical
evaluation of the products and medicinal plants used for therapy are exhaustingly dealt with. The
vital issue of protection of traditional systems of medicine and patenting of medicinal plants is
discussed in detail. The book is replete with suggestions, and ideas aimed at making traditional
systems more effectively, and more widely used for health care. The book also covers the
prevailing situation regarding the use and other aspects of traditional medicine in the 10 Member
countries of the South-East Asia Region of the World Health Organization.
Shiva Dancing at King Arthur's Court Bernie Clark 2022 Stories are fun! Important stories guide us
and educate us; they create mental models which work at an unconscious level to help us
navigate through our modern society and govern our reactions to the ups-and-downs of life; they
provide meaning and purpose for our life; and our stories entertain and entrance us. In this book,
Bernie Clark looks at the spiritual stories found in the West that create a base map for our lives
and then looks at the stories found in the East to see how they could improve our base maps. The
stories offered are mix of light-hearted and enjoyable, and deep and profound.
Ancient Pakistan - An Archaeological History Mukhtar Ahmed 2014-10-18 This is the fourth
volume of the Ancient Pakistan - An Archaeological History. It deals with a number of issues of the
Indus Civilization, which are primarily of theoretical importance. The main topics that have been
discussed are the social and political organization of the Harappan society, the Harappan religion,
the Indus script and language, the beginning and the end of this vast civilization, and the recent
attempts in creating some myths around the Indus Civilization. Since this volume is primarily
dedicated to the theoretical and the abstract, descriptive material is kept to a minimum.
The Pur??as Ludo Rocher 1986
The Heart of Yoga T. K. V. Desikachar 1999-03-01 The first yoga text to outline a step-by-step
sequence for developing a complete practice according to viniyoga--yoga adapted to the needs of
the individual. • A contemporary classic by a world-renowned teacher. • This new edition adds
thirty-two poems by Krishnamacharya that capture the essence of his teachings. Sri Tirumalai
Krishnamacharya, who lived to be over 100 years old, was one of the greatest yogis of the modern
era. Elements of Krishnamacharya's teaching have become well known around the world through
the work of B. K. S. Iyengar, Pattabhi Jois, and Indra Devi, who all studied with Krishnamacharya.
Krishnamacharya's son T. K. V. Desikachar lived and studied with his father all his life and now
teaches the full spectrum of Krishnamacharya's yoga. Desikachar has based his method on
Krishnamacharya's fundamental concept of viniyoga, which maintains that practices must be
continually adapted to the individual's changing needs to achieve the maximum therapeutic value.
In The Heart of Yoga Desikachar offers a distillation of his father's system as well as his own
practical approach, which he describes as "a program for the spine at every level--physical,
mental, and spiritual." This is the first yoga text to outline a step-by-step sequence for developing a
complete practice according to the age-old principles of yoga. Desikachar discusses all the
elements of yoga--poses and counterposes, conscious breathing, meditation, and philosophy--and
shows how the yoga student may develop a practice tailored to his or her current state of health,
age, occupation, and lifestyle. This is a revised edition of The Heart of Yoga.
Handbook of New Age Daren Kemp 2007 The "Handbook of New Age" is a comprehensive survey

of alternative spiritualities: their history, their global impact, their cultural influence and how they
are understood by scholars. Chapters by many of the leading scholars of the movement give the
latest analysis of contemporary spiritual trends, and present up-to-date observations of the
interaction between the New Age movement and many different fields of knowledge and research.
The Complete Guide to Yoga Inversions Jennifer DeCurtins 2015-11 Turn your yoga routine on its
head! Designed to take you from a beginner to an advanced yoga student, this helpful guide will
help you to progress from downward dog to even the more intricate of handstand poses. Improve
focus and ability as you tone your upper body and core. The Complete Guide to Yoga Inversionsis
the ultimate collection of the most common arm balance poses and yoga inversions that are found
in a variety of styles of yoga including ashtanga, bikram, power, hatha and more. Challenge
yourself with XX arm balances and yoga poses with detailed step-by-step instructions from fitness
and yoga instructor Jennifer DeCurtins. Each pose includes a helpful photo along with
modifications and progressions. Learn to do pivotal, foundational poses such headstand,
handstand and crow. The Complete Guide to Yoga Inversions is the perfect guide to improve your
ability.
Myths of the Asanas Alanna Kaivalya 2010-05-05 Practitioners around the world reap the physical
benefits of yoga, assuming poses and frequently calling them by their Sanskrit names. While many
know that hanumanasana is named for the deity Hanuman, few understand why this is the case.
Behind each asana and its corresponding movements is an ancient story about a god, sage, or
sacred animal, much like Aesop’s fables or European folktales. Myths of the Asanas is the first
book to collect and retell these ancient stories. The myths behind yoga’s spiritual tradition have the
power to help students of all levels realize their full potential. Meditating on the tolerance of trees
while standing in tree pose can help one become more tolerant. Learning how the disfigured sage
Astavakra came to be the teacher of a king can liberate us from anxieties about our external
appearance and our self imposed limitations. Marveling at Hanuman’s devotion to Ram can serve
as a source of spiritual strength and determination. With more than sixty beautiful illustrations to
frame the stories, Myths of the Asanas will add a new dimension to your practice and study of
yoga.
Roots of Yoga James Mallinson 2017-01-26 'An indispensable companion for all interested in
yoga, both scholars and practitioners' Professor Alexis G. J. S. Sanderson Despite yoga's huge
global popularity, relatively little of its roots is known among practitioners. This compendium
includes a wide range of texts from different schools of yoga, languages and eras: among others,
key passages from the early Upanisads and the Mahabharata, and from the Tantric, Buddhist and
Jaina traditions, with many pieces in scholarly translation for the first time. Covering yoga's varying
definitions, its most important practices, such as posture, breath control, sensory withdrawal and
meditation, as well as models of the esoteric and physical bodies, Roots of Yoga is a unique and
essential source of knowledge. Translated and Edited with an Introduction by James Mallinson
and Mark Singleton
Beyond Asanas Pragya Bhatt 2019-06-21 Downward dog, tree pose, Marichyasana . . . Have you
ever wondered how these names for yoga poses came about, inspired from animals, nature, and
even sages? Using thirty carefully researched asanas, yoga teacher Pragya Bhatt draws upon her
own yoga practice and research to make a connection between ancient Indian mythology and
modern yoga practice. By depicting the beauty and form of each asana through the lens of Joel
Koechlin, this book intends to add meaning and value for practitioners and non-practitioners alike,
shedding new light on a familiar subject.
Accessible Yoga Jivana Heyman 2019-11-05 This daring, visionary book revolutionizes yoga
practice--and makes it truly accessible to everyone, in every body, at any age, and in any state of
health. Yoga practice has so much to offer us physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually. But
many of us feel discouraged to practice because we see young, slim, flexible, well, and ablebodied people dominating yoga spaces. Yet, yoga is truly a practice for all--conferring enormous
benefits to our overall well-being as our bodies change, age, and navigate various health

challenges. Jivana Heyman, founder of Accessible Yoga, views yoga as a basic human right-saying we all deserve to practice it in whatever state we find our body or mind. Accessible Yoga
offers a simple, clear, and wonderfully adaptable practice for all people regardless of ability,
health, and body type. Heyman has spent over twenty years sharing yoga with people of all
abilities and backgrounds, and in this book, he shares his knowledge by breaking down complex
yoga poses, breathing practices, meditation techniques, and yoga teachings into clearly
understandable and practical tools we can use every day, regardless of our limitations or
challenges.
Threads of Yoga Matthew S. Remski 2012-10-23 A new translation of the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali
for our present paradigm. Threads uses the lenses of contemporary philosophy, psychology, and
neuroscience to "remix" the original stillness and insight of the old book with the best that our age
has to offer. The author interweaves the refashioned verses with critical commentary and personal
reflections from a decade of practice. "I don't know of any reading of the yoga sutras as wildly
creative, as impassioned and as earnest as this. it engages Patanjali and the reader in an urgent,
electrified conversation that weaves philosophy, symbolist poetry, psychoanalysis and cultural
history. There's a kind of delight and freshness in this book that is very rare in writing on yoga, and
especially rare in writing on the yoga sutras. This is a Patanjali for postmoderns, less a translation
than a startlingly relevant report on our current condition, through the prism of this ancient text." -Mark Singleton, author of Yoga Body: The Origins of Modern Posture Practice "This is a massively
important work... finally a philosophical text rich in contemporary wisdom that can speak to the
radical embodiment and deepening intimacy with ecology and relationship that modern yoga
practice inspires. Matthew is not only the most stunning writer in prose working in the (underpaid)
world of yoga discourse he's also one of its most fluent cultural critics. More importantly, what he
does here is pave a new road forward for the future of Western spirituality: embodied,
psychologically informed, with an aesthetic so potent it has the power to heal." -- Shyam Dodge,
author of Wet, Hot & Wild American Yogi
Scorpion Louise M. Pryke 2016-06-15 No creature has quite the sting in our mythology and
folklore as the scorpion. From the dawn of human civilization they have been a dangerous figure in
our imaginations—poisonous, precise, and deadly quiet—but as Louise M. Pryke shows in this
book, their bad reputation has overshadowed many exceptional qualities. Scurrying across
hundreds of millions of years and across every continent except Antarctica, this book gives the
scorpion its due as one of nature’s longest lasting survivors. Indeed scorpions are older than
dinosaurs. An ancient arthropod, their form—notable for its pair of pincers and an elegant tail that
holds a menacing stinger high in the air in a permanent striking position—hasn’t changed since
prehistoric times, though today there are some 1700 different species. Throughout our existence
scorpions have served as a powerful cultural and religious symbol—sometimes dangerous,
sometimes protecting—from the Egyptian goddess Serket to Zodiac astrology to folk medicine. A
fascinating tour that takes us from the art of North Africa to the American Civil War to the markets
of Beijing, Scorpion is an homage to one of earth’s oldest residents.
The Dance of ?iva Ananda Kentish Coomaraswamy 1918
The Science of Yoga William J Broad 2012-02-07 Examines the health claims of modern yoga,
drawing on scientific and cultural research to offer advice on how to recognize authentic yoga
practice and gain actual benefits.
Sacred Sound Alanna Kaivalya 2014-03-15 The mantra and kirtan (call-and-response devotional
chants) of yoga practice sometimes get short shrift in the West because they aren’t well
understood. These chants are an integral part of most every Eastern spiritual practice because
they are designed to provide access into the psyche while their underlying mythology helps us
understand how our psychology affects daily life. Sacred Sound shares the myths behind the
mantras, illuminating their meaning and putting their power and practicality within reach of every
practitioner. Each mantra and kirtan includes the Sanskrit, the transliteration, and the translation.
Clear retellings of the pertinent myths highlight modern-day applications so that readers discover

their own personal connection to the practice. Alanna Kaivalya has refined her teaching over a
decade with tens of thousands of diverse audience members. Her unique and popular approach to
human connection and self-knowledge turns a time-tested tradition into a versatile and potent tool.
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